
Melanie Martinelli 
In 2013 Melanie became the 
first Kirkpatrick Certified 
Facilitator in India. Since 
then she has delivered many 
public and in-house 
Kirkpatrick programs across 
Asia and also supported 
various companies and 
NGO’s in implementing 
purposeful training 
evaluation strategies.  In 
2017 she earned her 
Kirkpatrick Gold Certification 
after presenting at the ATD 

International Conference in Atlanta on the topic 
“Demonstrating Training Effectiveness – How to make this 
BANE into a BOON”. She is passionate about linking training 
efforts to business impact and effectively assists individuals 
and organizations in building memorable learning 
experiences linked to performance.

In the last 15 years, Melanie has delivered programs on a 
variety of topics across all employee levels and across 
continents. She is especially recognized for incorporating the 
learner centric Accelerated Learning methodology in her 
program design and delivery approach for client learning 
interventions. She endeavors to keep studying the learning 
industry’s changing landscape and incorporate them in her 
course designs and delivery.  A learning professional at heart 
and an entrepreneur in her mindset, Melanie co-founded The 
Learning Gym in 2018. The company was established with the 
intent of up-skilling learning professionals through 
certifications, workshops, and consulting.

Kirkpatrick Four Levels© Evaluation

Kirkpatrick silver level certification provides the structure and 
support you need to successfully execute a complete program 
evaluation plan. Its blend of cutting-edge skills and ongoing 
support begins with a full-day session during which 
participants share a formal progress report and obtain expert 
and peer feedback in a conversational environment. The 
program is limited to 30 or fewer participants to ensure that 
you receive personalized attention and feedback on your 
program progress. 

During this program and through formal, ongoing support, 
you will learn the key questions to ask during data collection 
and analysis, as well as how to use that information to ensure 
maximum on-the-job application and subsequent results. 
You also will learn how to identify and leverage success 
factors for future initiatives. Common challenges and their 
solutions will be discussed in large and small group 
discussions. 

tThe program concludes with the creation of individual action 
plans for program execution and final reports. Silver level 
certification is obtained after the participant makes a final 
presentation of the program’s outcome and results to 
Kirkpatrick Partners via a conference call scheduled within 12 
months of course attendance
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Certification Program - Silver Level

>> Analyze evaluation data to 
make educated decisions during 
program implementation

>>   Identify program success 
factors and results

>>  Create a compelling report 
and presentation of ultimate 
program value for stakeholders

Program Objectives

This is an advanced program of 
an interactive nature. 

Registration is strictly limited to 
indivduals who have 
successfully completed the 
Kirkpatrick Four 
Levels®Evaluation Certification 
Program - Bronze Level

In addtion, all participants 
must either have a program 
evaluation plan to implement 
soon or be actively working on 
implementation. This can be the 
same program evaluation plan 
created during the bronze 
program, or a completely 
different plan.

Who Should Attend?

Meet Our Facilitator



Program Includes
All participants will receive: 

>> Pre-work reading and assignment
>> Interaction with other professionals during and   
     after the program
>> Workbook including templates, tools and   
     examples
>> Copy of the book Training on Trial
>> Action plan to create and present  nal program   
     report to earn credential of silver level    
     certfication, certificate of completion and lapel pin
>> Two conference calls
>> Quaterly conference calls for all Kirkpatrick silver   
     candidates and graduates
>> Informal consulting via phone/email for one year 
from date of program attendance

This program meets the requirement for 12 CPT points 
to re-certify as a Certified Performance Technologist 
(CPT). 

www.certifiedpt.org

Program Agenda

Pre-Work Packet
Read Incident Report Writing Program Case Example
Submit program evaluation plan
Complete questionnaire about your program’s status

Module 1: Introduction
 >> Three phases of an initiative
 >> Effective training versus training   
      effectiveness
 >> The New World Kirkpatrick Model

Module 2: Data Analysis and Decision Making
 >> Answering questions with data
 >> Identifying success factors
 >> Gap analysis and plan modifications

Module 3: Bringing Your Plan to Life
 >> Presentation of individual plans for   
      feedback
 >> Discussion of common challenges

Module 4: Overcoming Objections Using the Kirkpatrick  
   Foundational Principles
 >> Five underlying principles of Kirkpatrick   
      evaluation
 >> Discussion of common objections to   
      business partnership approach

Module 5: Developing and Presenting Your Final Report
 >>  What it means to be a strategic business  
      partner
 >> Drafting an executive report
 >> Tips for oral presentation

Module 6: Action Planning
 >> Implementation discussion  
 >> Completing silver level certification
 >> Setting a completion timeline

Follow Up
 >> Two conference calls
 >> Quaterly all-silver candidate and graduate  
      conference calls

Final Presentation
 >> Formal presentation of program results to  
      Kirkpatrick Partners

All participants will receive a 
copy of Training on Trial, 
co-authored by Jim and Wendy 
Kirkpatrick.

This book contains the 
Kirkpatrick Business 
Partnership Model and 11 case 
study examples of its 
application.

Participant Bonus 
- Book Valued at $24.95

REGISTRATION & PRICING: Mail to melanie@thelearninggym.co to get details of programs in your location
 


